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Painting by Cameron Southall, Year 8



SCIENCE: 10N2 EMILY BRIGGS & JACK ARCHER   (time spent on seneca/highest score)       
10S2 CALLUM GOUGH (high score for answers) & KRISTINA HOXHOLLI (TIME SPENT / QUESTIONS 
COMPLETED) 
9N4 katie byers (high score) & megan brooks (TIME SPENT)



Also from Science...Ava Clark, nominated by Dr Finn



“Francesca Straker and Grace Oliphant, 

both year 7, have done a number of 

MyMaths tasks that they were set!

I've had to set Grace some more work to 

do!” - Mr Rylatt

Maths: francesca straker & grace oliphant (y7) & niamh 
mcCafferty, rose taylor & sam cassarino (y10)

“I'd like to nominate Niamh, Rose 

and Samuel as they are the first 3 

to hand in some work.  Screen 

shot attached!” - Ms Thompson



MFL: robbie redshaw, lily mcHallum, aimee stenton, katy skinner
“Can I nominate a few of my year 11's? I'm just really 

impressed that they've got the motivation to keep going!

Robbie and Lily for responding to a light-hearted french 

related task on the stream on our year 11 google classroom 

- I asked them to translate the text, identify the tense and 

explain the grammar rule.

Aimee for being the first to join our quizlet group and the 

first member of the foundation group to hand in work.

Katy for being the first from the highers to hand in her work 

and create her own quizlet of her own accord.” - Mrs 

Richardson



“I would like to nominate Hari 

Nunn Y9 French - fabulous PPT!

Also Y10 French - quite a lot have 

engaged with quizlet and a 

grammar task but special mention 

to Erin Knox who is going above 

and beyond with independent 

study tasks.

Also an amazing mind map by 

Emily Boyd!” - Mrs Baldwin

More MFL! “Please can I nominate some of my year 10 students. Evie Hartridge, 
Sam Robinson, Michael Bewick, Kenzie Heatherington and in 
particular Jess McArthur. (her work is attached below). They 
completed all work set this week and been doing extra revision on 
Quizlet.” - Ms Norton



“I asked my GCSE class 

to take a photo of their 

work, and send it in 

google classroom or via 

email. I am sure many of 

the other students are 

working hard but 

Charlotte was the only 

one who actually did 

follow this instruction 

and as you can see has 

done a lot work in her 

classbook, as well as 

completing work on 

Everlearner.”

Ms Kaye-Murphy

PE: Charlotte Robinson



Ict: harri nunn (Y9), KATIE MURRAY 
(Y10) & LAUREN SINCLAIR (Y10) 



Philosophy & Ethics: philip emmerson
“Philip Emmerson in Y12 has been doing well.  He hasn’t produced anything that I can 

screenshot BUT he has engaged a lot with the tasks he was given, handed them in, and he 

has asked for plenty of help when he needs it.  He’s like this in ‘real life’ as well and I’m 

always super proud of him.  He’s a really good example to others who are not as 

proactive.” - Ms Lowery



RS: Erin Knox & Jessica McArthur (Y10) for their work on Buddhism + elize 
warner in y8



Drama - Morgan Martin
“I would like to nominate Morgan 

Martin for Drama. She has been 

really proactive in asking for help and 

although she will need to go back 

and add detail she has been working 

hard at home.” - Ms Maughan
 



Melrose: kyle palmer & max cambridge
“From Melrose, Kyle Palmer and Max Cambridge (both year 7) have worked hard. Kyle has 

finished many of the lesson 1 set tasks, and Max is also engaging well with work and is 

even trying Joe Wicks' PE lessons every morning.” - Ms Lambert


